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Abstract—Adaptive bitrate streaming (ABR) has been widely
adopted to support video streaming services over heterogeneous
devices and varying network conditions. With ABR, each video
content is transcoded into multiple representations in different
bitrates and resolutions. However, video transcoding is computing
intensive, which requires the transcoding service providers to
deploy a large number of servers for transcoding the video
contents published by the content producers. As such, a natural
question for the transcoding service provider is how to provision
the computing resource for transcoding the video contents while
maximizing service profit. To address this problem, we design
a cloud video transcoding system by taking the advantage of
cloud computing technology to elastically allocate computing
resource. We propose a method for jointly considering the task
scheduling and resource provisioning problem in two timescales,
and formulate the service profit maximization as a two-timescale
stochastic optimization problem. We derive some approximate
policies for the task scheduling and resource provisioning. Based
on our proposed methods, we implement our open source cloud
video transcoding system Morph and evaluate its performance
in a real environment. The experiment results demonstrate that
our proposed method can reduce the resource consumption and
achieve a higher profit compared with the baseline schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the emergence of Information-Centric Networking
(ICN), the future Internet could shift away from a point-to-
point paradigm to a more content-centric one [1]. In this
condition, the content producer can focus on providing the
information object of the video content. Nowadays, adaptive
bitrate streaming has been widely adopted to deliver the
video content in different bitrates and resolutions to adopt
varying network conditions and heterogeneous devices [2].
Video transcoding is used to pre-transcode the original contents
into multiple representations. For each video content published
by the content producers, the transcoding service provider will
transcode it into multiple representations in different bitrates
and resolutions, which will be further stored in the original
servers and the other caching nodes in the network. As such,
the viewers can request the multiple representations of the
video contents in ABR. Some transcoding function placed in
the network can decide and dynamically adjust the optimal
number of representations for the video contents and the places
for caching to be accessed in high quality. With the named
function networking (NFN) framework, the video content can
also be transcoded on the fly [3].
Implementing ABR yields a cost for both transcoding ser-
vice provider and content producer. First, video transcoding is
computing intensive, consuming a huge amount of computing
resource. The transcoding service providers need to purchase
and maintain a large number of servers for transcoding to meet
the peak workload. However, the servers can only be set in the
idle state when no transcoding tasks are performed, wasting too
much computing resource. Second, video transcoding takes
excessive time and the content producers need to wait for
a long time for content publishing, which is intolerable for
the contents needing timely delivery. The emergence of cloud
computing technology introduces an opportunity to improve
video transcoding [2]. By leveraging the cloud infrastructure,
it can transcode video contents more efficiently compared
with the traditional transcoding methods. Specifically, it can
perform multiple transcoding in parallel using a large num-
ber of virtual machine (VM) instances or containers, which
can greatly reduce the transcoding time. Meanwhile, it can
elastically provision the computing resource according to the
transcoding workload, which can avoid the resource wastage
and reduce monetary costs.
The current research on the video transcoding system
mainly focuses on how to reduce the energy consumption
and processing delays [4], [5], [6], without much attention
on the resource provisioning problem in the cloud. In this
paper, we consider how to provision the computing resource
for transcoding video contents while maximizing the profit for
the transcoding service provider by taking the advantage of
the cloud computing paradigm. To this end, we mainly cope
with the following system management problems in video
transcoding system. First, as the system workload is time-
varying, we assess how to dynamically provision the resource
for the transcoding service. Second, with a certain amount of
provisioned computing resource and a number of transcoding
tasks to be processed, we consider how to schedule the tasks to
maximize the revenue while meeting the service requirements.
Moreover, the complexity of the video data makes it hard to
precisely estimate the transcoding time for a task, which is
essential for the task scheduling and resource provisioning.
To solve the above problems, we first propose a neural
network method for precisely estimating the transcoding time
of the tasks. We then propose a method for jointly considering
the task scheduling and resource provisioning problem for
the system management, and formulate it as a two-timescale
Markov Decision Process [7]. We derive the policies for
task scheduling and resource provisioning for maximizing the
overall profit. Based on our design, we implement the system
and present the code of the practical implementation in Github
Fig. 1. The system architecture of the cloud video transcoding system.
[8]. We evaluate the system performance in a real environment.
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND WORKFLOWS
A. System Architecture
We illustrate the system architecture in Fig. 1. The func-
tionalities of each module are detailed as follows:
Service Interface Module: It serves as the interface for
processing the transcoding requests from the content pro-
ducers. The content producer uploads the video content and
submits the transcoding request as a transcoding task. For
each transcoding task, the system will estimate the required
computing resource and divides the original video content into
independent video blocks according to the GOP structure.
Resource Provisioning Module: It provisions a number
of homogenous VM instances in the transcoding cluster1.
Each VM instance runs a transcoding worker. The resource
provisioning module dynamically adjusts the number of active
VM instances in the transcoding cluster according to the
system workload and the resource provisioning policy.
Task Scheduling Module: It maintains a queue for the
pending transcoding tasks and adjusts their transcoding order
by reordering the tasks according to the task scheduling policy.
When there is a request for a video block from the transcoding
worker, the task scheduler will pick a video block of the head-
of-queue task to dispatch. Once a transcoding task has been
started to perform, i.e., the first video block of the transcoding
task has been dispatched for transcoding, the task will stay
at the head-of-queue until all of its video blocks have been
dispatched to the transcoding workers. Then, the next request
for a video block from the transcoding worker will be replied
with the video block of the next head-of-queue task.
B. System Workflows
The workflows for fulfilling the transcoding requests from
the content producers are as follows. First, the content pro-
ducer uploads a video file and submits the transcoding task by
specifying the service requirements. The system will estimate
the required transcoding time for the new task and split the
video file into video blocks. Each of the video block consumes
the same amount of computing time. Second, for a number
of pending transcoding tasks in the queue, the task scheduler
reorders the tasks periodically according to the task scheduling
policy. Third, when a transcoding worker becomes idle, it
1It can also adopt the Container technology for resource virtualization.
will request a video block from the task scheduler. After
transcoding the video block into the target representation, the
transcoding worker will send the transcoded video block back
to the task scheduler. The task scheduler will concentrate the
transcoded video blocks into one video file after receiving all
of the transcoded video blocks of a transcoding task from the
transcoding workers. The transcoded video contents can be
stored in the content network for delivery.
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Task Arrival Model
We adopt a discrete time model and divide the time horizon
into two timescales. We denote the time in the fast timescale
as t (t = 0, 1, 2, ...), and the time in the slow timescale as
Nk (k = 0, 1, 2, ...). Each Nk consists of T time slots in
the fast timescale, and the time duration of Nk in the slow
timescale is from the time slot kT to the time slot (k+1)T−1.
The typical length of one time slot is 1 ∼ 10 seconds and T
is 1800 ∼ 3600 seconds. We model the task arrival as a non-
stationary Poisson process with different arrival rates across
the slow timescales. For each time slot within Nk, we assume
the task arrival distribution is homogenous. We denote the task
arrival rate in each time slot t of Nk as λk, kT ≤ t < (k+1)T .
B. Transcoding Time Estimation Model
For each of the transcoding tasks, we need to estimate the
required computing resource (i.e., transcoding time of a task)
for the task scheduling. We adopt the neural network method
for learning the non-linear relationship among the transcoding
time of a task and other dependent factors. We use a 3-layer
feedforward neural network, which consists of one input layer,
one hidden layer, and one output layer. We denote the input
feature vector of the input layer as ξ. To construct ξi for the
transcoding task i, we use the duration, bitrate, frame rate,
and resolution of the original video file, and the resolution
of the target video file as inputs. The output layer generates
the estimated transcoding time for this task. The nonlinear
relationship between the estimated transcoding time and the
input feature vector is
Di = Γ(ξi), (1)
where Γ is the neural network trained offline before running
the system and Di is the estimated transcoding time of task i.
C. Service Revenue Model
We adopt a pricing mechanism which involves the task
consumed computing time, task completion time, and the
service level. The valuation function of a transcoding task is
given in Eq. 2. For the transcoding task i, which arrives at ai,
the revenue gained from this task if completed at time t is
Ui(t) = α
t−aiRiDi, 0 < α < 1, t ≥ ai, (2)
where α is the price discounting factor, Ri is the initial
marginal price for one unit of computing time required for
transcoding, and Di represents the amount of computing
resource to be provided by the service provider. The form of
the valuation function will affect the derivation of the task
scheduling policy in the fast timescale. Our method can also
be applicable to some other functions, e.g., linear functions
and step functions. The valuation function of linear form is:
U ′i(t) = wi − βi(t− ai), t ≥ ai, βi > 0, (2.a)
where wi is initial revenue for task i and βi is the discounting
factor. The values for U ′i(t) which are less than zero can
be seen as service penalty for the processing delay. The step
valuation function is:
U ′′i(t) =
{
wi, ai ≤ t ≤ ai + τi,
0, t ≥ ai + τi,
(2.b)
where τi is the service deadline for task i. If the task miss the
deadline, the revenue will be zero.
D. VM Instance Cost Model
The system needs to dynamically adjust the number of
provisioned VM instances for resource provisioning. Never-
theless, provisioning a new VM instance consumes substantial
time, thus the operation should not be done too frequently. As
such, we scale the transcoding cluster each T time slots at
the beginning of each Nk, k = 1, 2, ..., and also T is not too
large to ensure that the task arrival rate is relatively constant
over the T time slots. We assume that the VM instances in
the transcoding cluster are homogeneous and the overall cost
is proportional to the number of provisioned VM instances.
We denote the number of provisioned VM instances in the
transcoding cluster during Nk as M(Nk). As such, the total
cost for provisioning the VM instances at Nk is
Cv(Nk) = M(Nk)Cv, (3)
where Cv is the cost for one VM instance over T time slots.
E. Transcoding Service Profit Maximization Problem
Our objective is to maximize the overall profit of the
transcoding service. The dynamics of our system can be
characterized in the separable slow and fast timescale. The
resource provisioning operation, acting at the lower frequency,
has a relative long-term effect on the system performance.
The task scheduling operation takes the resource provisioning
operation as input and tracks the revenue maximization of the
tasks at the higher frequency. We jointly consider the task
scheduling and resource provisioning in two timescales. We
define the system state at the beginning of each Nk in the slow
timescale as ψsk = {λk,mk−1}, where λk is the discrete task
arrival rate for each time slot of Nk and mk−1 is the number of
active VM instances before taking the resource provisioning
operation. The state space for the system state in the slow
timescale is denoted as Ψs. We define the system state in the
fast timescale at the time slot t as ψft = {xt}, where xt is the
set of pending tasks at time slot t. For each pending task, it
has the information of the elapsed time from its submission
and its estimated required computing time. The state space for
the system state in the fast timescale is denoted as Ψf . We
assume that the system state space in the slow timescale and
the fast timescale are both finite.
The resource management policy determines the number
of VM instances to be shut down or activated at the beginning
of each Nk according to the system state in the slow and fast
timescale. We denote the resource provisioning policy in the
slow timescale as πs and the resource provisioning operation at
Nk as νk. Specifically, νk > 0 represents the number of new
activated VM instances and νk < 0 represents the number
of shutdown VM instances. The finite action space for the
resource provisioning operation is denoted as ∧. The mapping
from the system state in the slow and fast timescale to the
resource provisioning operation by applying the policy πs is
πs : (ψsk, ψ
f
kT )→ νk, k = 0, 1, 2, ... (4)
The number of active VM instances after taking the resource
provisioning operation is mk, where mk = mk−1 + νk ≥ 0.
In our system, the task scheduling policy in the fast
timescale determines the transcoding order of the pending
transcoding tasks to maximize the overall revenue. The system
state in the fast timescale evolves over T time slots until
the system state in the slow timescale changes. The system
dynamic in the fast timescale is an MDP over finite T -
horizon and the task scheduling policy is a sequence of T -
horizon nonstationary policies. We define the sequence of task
scheduling policies over the finite T -horizon as πfT , and π
f
T (t)
is the task scheduling policy at the time slot t. At each time slot
t, we define the mapping from the system state and operation
in the slow timescale and the system state in the fast timescale
to the task scheduling operation for the pending tasks as
πfT (t) : (ψ
s
k, νk, ψ
f
t )→ ℓt, kT ≤ t < (k + 1)T, (5)
where ℓt is the task scheduling operation for the pending tasks.
Specifically, in our system, ℓt is the scheduled transcoding
order of the pending transcoding tasks in the queue.
At the beginning of Nk, given the slow timescale state ψsk,
the resource provisioning operation νk, the fast timescale state
ψfkT , and the T -horizon task scheduling policy π
f
T , the total
expected service profit over T time slots in Nk is
Rsk(ψ
s
k, ψ
f
kT , νk, π
f
T ) = Eψft
{
(k+1)T−1∑
t=kT
P (t)− Cv(Nk)
}
,
where P (t) is service revenue at the time slot t. We aim
to maximize the overall future discounted profit by applying
appropriate task scheduling policy πfT and resource provision-
ing policy πs. Mathematically, we present the Service Profit
Maximization (SPM) Problem as follow
P1 : max
πs∈Πs
max
π
f
T
∈Πf
T
E
ψs
k
,ψ
f
t
{
∞∑
k=0
γkRsk(ψ
s
k, ψ
f
kT , νk, π
f
T )
}
,
where γ is the discounting factor, and Πs and ΠfT are the
finite set of possible resource provisioning policies and task
scheduling policies, respectively. To derive the optimal policies
for maximizing the overall profit, one can in principle derive
the offline policies with the method of value iteration. In a
practical system, however, the system state space is large and
the state transition probability is difficult to obtain exactly.
We will discuss the approximate methods to derive the task
scheduling policy and resource provisioning policy.
IV. APPROXIMATE POLICIES FOR SERVICE PROFIT
MAXIMIZATION PROBLEM
In this section, we present some approximate policies for
task scheduling and resource provisioning.
A. Value-based Task Scheduling Policy
Our approximation for the task scheduling policy is to
assume that the number of active VM instances is unchanging
for the current set of pending tasks, and the task scheduler
determines the task transcoding order ℓt of the pending tasks
by maximizing the overall revenue of the existing tasks,
mathematically, we present it as
P2 : max
ℓt
∑
i∈xt
Ui(fi), (6)
where fi is the completion time of task i given the transcoding
order ℓt of the pending tasks. To solve this problem, we first
introduce a method for estimating the completion time of the
pending tasks when given a transcoding order of the pending
tasks and the current number of active VM instances. Based
on that, we present a method for deriving the solution of P2.
1) Task Completion Time: The original video files are
partitioned into video blocks to be dispatched to many VM
instances for parallel transcoding and each of the video blocks
consumes the same amount of computing time. We assume
that each video block consumes F time slots for transcoding,
and for a task i ∈ xt, it is divided into bi video blocks. We
assume that the order of task i in the queue is oi. Given the
order of the pending tasks in the queue, we denote the total
number of video blocks of the tasks which order is not larger
than oi as gi. We have the following proposition for estimating
the finish time of the gi-th video block (i.e., task i).
Proposition 1. Suppose that the transcoding cluster has mk
active VM instances and the transcoding progresses of the
current video blocks on these VM instances are unknown. At
the time slot t0, one transcoding worker becomes idle and
requests the first video block in the queue. Then, the expected
completion time of the gi-th video block (i.e., the task i) is
E{fi} = t0 +
F
mk
(gi − 1) + F. (7)
Proof: Please see Appendix A for the detailed proof.
2) Task Scheduling Policy: Given the set of the pending
tasks xt, we assume task i, j, k are successive in the queue and
the order is denoted as (..., i, j, k, ...). We denote the durations
between the completion time of task i and j, task j and k as
dij = fj − fi, djk = fk − fj , (8)
where fi, fj , fk are the completion time of task i, j, k,
respectively. Given the order (..., i, j, k, ...), let the expected
revenue gained from task j and k based on Eq. (2) be Rjk .
We exchange the order of task j and k while keeping the order
of the other tasks unchanged, let the expected revenue gained
from task j and k in the order of (..., i, k, j, ...) be Rkj . If
Rjk > Rkj , it can be deduced that
αdj−ajRjDj
1− αdj
≥
αdk−akRkDk
1− αdk
, (9)
where dj = dij = dkj = Fmk bj and dk = djk = dik =
F
mk
bk.
As such, we have the following proposition for task scheduling.
Proposition 2. If the current set of pending tasks xt are
conducted in the decreasing order of the weight Pi, we can
maximize the overall revenue gained from these pending tasks,
Pi =
αdi−aiRiDi
1− αdi
, i ∈ xt and di =
F
mk
bi, (10)
Proof: We assume that the current set of pending tasks has
been arranged by the decreasing order of Pi. The transcoding
order of the task i is oi. If we move the task i from oi to
o′i, it can be done by iteratively interchanging task i with its
neighboring task until it reaches o′i. Since the tasks have been
in the order of decreasing P , each interchanging will incur a
loss on the revenue according to Eq. (9). Hence, it’s the optimal
scheduling by the decreasing order of P for maximizing the
revenue of the current set of the pending tasks.
The system in the fast timescale works as follow: in each
time slot t, the task scheduler calculates the value Pi for each
task, and sorts the tasks in decreasing order of Pi. The value
of Pi does not depend on t, therefore, the task scheduler only
needs to resort the pending tasks when new tasks come in or
the number of VM instances has changed. This method can
also be applied to the valuation function Eq. (2.a), and we can
have Pi = βi/di for sequencing the tasks in decreasing order.
With the valuation function Eq. (2.b), the problem is known to
be NP-hard. In this case, however, sequencing the tasks in the
decreasing order of Pi = wi/di is still shown to be a popular
and effective approximate solution.
B. Learning-based Resource Provisioning Policy
In this subsection, we introduce the method for deriving the
resource provisioning policy. The system dynamic in the slow
timescale is an MDP with the system reward defined as the
service profit over T time slots if given the task scheduling
policy πfT in the fast timescale. As such, we can write the
system dynamic in the slow timescale as
P3 : Vˆ ∗(ψsk, ψ
f
kT ) = maxνk
{
Rsk(ψ
s
k, ψ
f
kT , νk, π
f
T )
+ γE
ψs
k+1,ψ
f
(k+1)T
{
Vˆ ∗(ψsk+1, ψ
f
(k+1)T )
}}
. (11)
We leverage the Q-Learning method, which is a model-free
Reinforcement Learning technique, to find the action-selection
policy for the given MDP in the slow timescale. The learning
procedures are as follows: at the time Nk, the system observes
the state (ψsk, ψ
f
kT ) in the two timescales, and selects the
action νk according to a certain resource provisioning policy
πs. After T time slots, the system observes the service profit
Rsk gained over the T time slots in the fast timescale and the
new system state (ψsk+1, ψ
f
(k+1)T ) at the time Nk+1. Then, the
new estimated discounted overall future profit starting from the
state (ψsk, ψ
f
kT ) by taking the action νk can be calculated as
Q
′
((ψsk, ψ
f
kT ), νk) = R
s
k(ψ
s
k, ψ
f
kT , νk, π
f )
+ γmax
νk+1
Q((ψsk+1, ψ
f
(k+1)T ), νk+1), (12)
where Q((ψsk, ψ
f
kT ), νk) is the action-value and νk+1 is the op-
timal action that can maximize the expected overall discounted
profit starting from the state (ψsk+1, ψ
f
(k+1)T ). As such, the
action-value Q((ψsk, ψ
f
kT ), νk) can be updated based on the
new estimation according to following equation,
Q((ψsk,ψ
f
kT ), νk) = Q((ψ
s
k, ψ
f
kT ), νk)
+ δk{Q
′
((ψsk, ψ
f
kT ), νk)−Q((ψ
s
k, ψ
f
kT ), νk)}, (13)
where δk is the learning rate. After visiting each state-value
enough times, the Q-learning algorithm will converge to the
optimal policy. To reduce the dimensionality of the system
space, we adopt the feature extraction method to obtain a com-
pact representation of the state space, which are considered as
the important characteristics of the original space. We denote
the compact state space as Φ, the original state (ψsk, ψ
f
kT ) can
be compacted as the state φk = (ωkT ,mk, λk), where ωkT
is the summation of the valuation of the pending task at the
time kT , mk is the number of active VM instances, and λk
is the average task arrival rate. We replace the original system
state (ψsk, ψ
f
kT ) with φk in Eq. (12) and (13). We adopt the ε-
greedy method to balance the exploring and exploiting when
selecting action for learning. Based on the above discussions,
our method for learning the resource provisioning policy in
the slow timescale is illustrated in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Learning-based Resource Provisioning Policy
Input:
Initialize Q(φ, ν) = C, ∀φ, ν.
Task scheduling policy πfT in the fast timescale.
Set the maximum number of loops, M.
Set k = 0.
Output: The optimal action-value Q∗(φ, ν).
1: Obtain the current system state φk at the beginning of Nk.
2: repeat
3: Select νk based on φk and Q(φ, ν) using ε-greedy.
4: Take action νk, observe the overall service profit Rsk
over T time slots in Nk under task scheduling policy
πf in the fast timescale.
5: Observe system state φk+1 at the beginning of Nk+1.
6: Update action-value Q(φk, νk) according to Eq. (13)
7: k ← k + 1
8: until k < M
V. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION
A. System Implementation and Experiment Settings
We implement our cloud video transcoding system Morph
in Python. The source code of our project is released in Github,
which can be found in [8]. We run the transcoding system in
a cloud environment built with Docker. We use the ffmpeg
for the video transcoding operation. The price for renting a
VM instance is $0.252 per hour. Each of the VM instances in
our home-built cloud has 4 CPU cores, the CPU frequency is
2.10 GHz, and the memory size is 2GB. The VM instances
are connected with Gigabit Ethernet, and the data transmission
speed can achieve 1000 Mbit/s among the VM instances. Our
system provides three levels of services, denoted as Level I,
Level II, and Level III, respectively. The initial marginal price
Ri is $0.018 per minute for service level I, $0.012 per minute
for service level II, and $0.006 per minute for service level
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Fig. 2. Comparison between the transcoding time prediction methods.
III. The price discounting factor α is 0.999 per second. The
consumed computing time for each video block is 180 seconds.
B. Transcoding Time Estimation Accuracy
We measure the time for transcoding 2020 video files
of different original bitrates and resolutions into three target
resolutions, namely, 854x480, 640x360, 426x240. We obtain
3850 instances of the measured transcoding time. We select
75% of the data for training the neural network offline, 15%
of the data for model validation, and the other 15% of the data
for testing. The hidden layer of the neural network consists of
20 neurons. The inputs of the neural network include the video
bitrate, resolution, frame rate, duration of the original video
file, and the target video resolution. We multiply the width
and height of the video resolution and use the product as one
input. We compare the neural network method for transcoding
time estimation with the linear approximation method which
estimates transcoding time as a linear function of the video
duration. We normalize the prediction error of the test using
the following equation for comparison
Normalized Error =
Predicted T ime−Real T ime
Real T ime
.
The transcoding time is measured in seconds in our exper-
iments. The error histogram of the neural network method
for transcoding time prediction is illustrated in Fig. 2(a). The
normalized prediction error of most of the testing instances
are within the range from -0.08 to 0.08. The error histogram
of the linear approximation method is illustrated in Fig. 2(b),
the normalized prediction error of the testing instances ranges
from -0.58 to 1.42. From the comparisons, we can observe
that the neural network method can predict the transcoding
time much more precisely.
C. Service Profit under Real Trace Data
We measure the service profit under a real trace data. The
trace data captures the video requests to a CDN node. We
extract the user requests in the trace data as the transcoding
requests for our service. We divide the time of each day into
24 hours and average the request number during one hour of
the days as the average task arrival rate in the system state for
this hour of a day. We scale down the average request rate in
the real trace to the range of 0.1-0.7 request per minute.
We measure the service profit in the real environment over
24 hours under different resource provisioning policies and
task scheduling policies. We refer to the value-based task
scheduling policy as VBS. We compare the service profit under
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Fig. 3. System performance under the real trace.
our proposed Learning-based Resource Provisioning policy
and Value-based Task Scheduling (LRP-VBS) policy with the
following methods: 1) The Fixed Policy (FP) which runs a
fixed number of VM instances under the task scheduling policy
of VBS. We select two representative numbers of VM instances
for the FP methods to illustrate, i.e., 10 VM instances and
15 VM instances. 2) The Arrival Rate based Policy (ARP),
i.e., the number of provisioned VM instances is proportional
to task arrival rate. This method estimates the number of
VM instances to satisfy the computing resource requirements
of the transcoding tasks in each period based on the task
arrival rate. In our test, we set the number of provisioned
VM instances as 30 times of the task arrival rate per minute.
3) The learning-based resource provisioning policy combined
with other task scheduling policy. We select the learning-
based resource provisioning policy combined with the task
scheduling policy of Highest Value First (LRP-HVF). The
HVF policy always selects the transcoding task which has the
current highest valuation to perform. The current valuation of
the tasks are calculated by Eq. (2).
We illustrate the cumulative profit under different methods
over 24 hours in Fig. 3(a). We can observe that the cumulative
service profit under our proposed LRP-VBS is larger than
the baseline methods. As demonstrated in Fig. 3(b), the LRP
method can effectively adjust the number of provisioned VM
instances in the slow timescale given the task scheduling
policy HVF or VBS in the fast timescale. The task scheduling
policy in the fast timescale will also affect the resource
provisioning operation in the slow timescale. As such, LRP-
VBS can gain a higher profit than the LRP-HVF since that
the VBS can outperform the HVF for task scheduling in the
fast timescale. In constrast, the FP method may waste much
computing resource when the system workload is low and
deteriorate the system performance when the system workload
exceeds the processing capacity of the current number of VM
instances. The ARP method can dynamically adjust the number
of provisioned VM instances according to the task arrival rate
and system workload, however, it is hard for this method to
model the decreasing of the revenue for the processing delay.
Moreover, the service revenue for the transcoding tasks is also
affected by the task scheduling policy, but the ARP method
does not take the task scheduling scheme into consideration.
Therefore, the ARP method cannot effectively determine the
optimal policy for maximizing the service profit. The LRP
is more suitable for such hard-to-model problem, and it can
work effectively in the system dynamic by learning the optimal
policy during the training stage.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We consider the problem of how to provision the comput-
ing resource for transcoding the video contents while maximiz-
ing the service profit for the transcoding service provider. We
design a practical transcoding system by leveraging the cloud
computing infrastructure. We jointly consider the task schedul-
ing and resource provisioning problem in the two timescales
and formulate the service profit maximization problem as
a two-timescale MDP. We derive the approximate solutions
for task scheduling and resource provisioning. Based on our
proposed methods, we implement the system and conduct
extensive experiments to evaluate the system performance in
a real environment. The experiment results show our method
can work effectively for the task scheduling and resource
provisioning in the cloud video transcoding system.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
We denote the remaining time to complete transcoding the
current video block on the VM instance i as yi. We assume
that at t0, the transcoding worker 1 becomes idle and requests
the first video block in the queue, and therefore y1 = F . The
waiting time for the next video block to be requested is
Y = min{y2, y3, ..., ymk},
where y2, y3, ..., ymk are unknown and randomly distributed
in [0, F ] and 0 ≤ Y ≤ F . The transcoding progresses on the
VM instances are independent and the CDF of Y is
FY (t) = P (0 ≤ Y ≤ t)
= 1− P (y2 > t)P (y3 > t)...P (ymk > t).
Hence, the expected waiting time for the next block to be
requested can be calculated as E{Y } = F
mk
. We can deduce
that the total waiting time for the gi-th video block to be
requested by a transcoding worker is F
mk
(gi − 1). As such,
the estimated completion time of the gi-th video block is
E{fi} = t0 +
F
mk
(gi − 1) + F. (14)
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